ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Networks safety and the intrusion detection systems are the subject of several works; first models goes back to1984, they are focused on statistical analysis, expert system, and classification rules (IDES [5, 13] , Nides [3, 13] , MIDAS [8] , DIDS [15] , NADIR [9] , ADAM [4] ). These models are already based on the attacks indexed in knowledge base. However, with the networks widening they generate much false alarm, and became less and less reliable to new attack's forms. To overcome difficulties met by these models, new research works are interested in multi-agents systems and immunology principles such as (MAAIS [19] , NIDIMA [14] , DAMIDAIS [11] , IMASNID [7] , etc). These systems succeed in decreasing the false alarm rate thanks to the processes employed; namely communication process between the agents and the distinction process between self and not-self.
That is why, we present in this document a new model a Multi-Agents System (MAS) inspired by an Immune algorithm for the Intrusion Detection. Our choice is justified by the distributed and opened character of networks. Given the failure of the exist methods to detects new attacks; we integrate into our agents the artificial immune system mechanism. Artificial immune systems are inspired by the coordination principles and the parallel functioning of the biological immune system (life cycle, immunizing, immature tolerance, mature and memory lymphocyte).
INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
To neutralize in real time illegal intrusion attempts, intrusions detection system must be executed constantly in the host or in the network.
The major inconveniences of the existing IDS [6] are:
1. Their difficulties to adapt oneself to the changes of the network architecture and especially how to integrate these modifications in the detection methods. 2. Their high rate of false-positives (false alert).
The intrusion detection system is effective if it has the following characteristics [12] : Distribution: to ensure the monitoring in various nodes of the network the analysis task must be distributed. Autonomy: for a fast analysis, distributed entities must be autonomous at the host level. Delegation: each autonomous entity must be able to carry out its new tasks in a dynamical way. Communication and cooperation: complexity of the coordinated attacks requires a correlation of several analyses carried out in network nodes. Reactivity: intrusion detection major goal is to react quickly to an intrusion. Adaptability: an intrusions detection system must be open to all network architecture changes.
Concepts of robustness, emergence, auto-organization, adaptability, and communication and cooperation are part of the basis fundament of the multi-agents systems .For this purpose we judged that the multi-agents systems (MAS) are very suitable to answered to these characteristics.
ARTIFICIAL MULTI-AGENTS IMMUNE SYSTEM

Multi-Agent System
The agents are able to achieve simultaneous treatments, are able to auto-adaptable to the evolution of environment and have also the property of distributed coordination.
The Multi-agents systems can be viewed as a collection of autonomous artificial entities able to perform various tasks through interaction, coordination, communication, collective intelligence and emergence of patterns of behavior.
Artificial immune system (AIS) is a set of algorithms inspired by biological immune system principles and functions. This last exploits the characteristics of natural immune system, as regards the learning and the memorizing in order to solve complex problems in artificial intelligence field.
The biological immune system is a robust and powerful process, known for its distributed simultaneous treatment orders of the operations and adaptive within the limit of its function [17] . Biological and multi-agents systems have common characteristics. Biological cells are modeled by the agents; each agent is equipped with a set of receiver in its surface and has an internal behavior. Agents are submitted to environment rules and also to other agent's influence [18] . This is why it seems natural to model an intrusion detection system by the MAS based on biological immune systems principles. Table1 summarizes the main common points between biological immunity and the immunity agents in our model.
IMMUNE COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION
In this section, the principal immune components which are used in our architecture will be defined.
Antigens: they are considered in different approaches [7] [11] as bit strings extracted from ippackets, including ip address, port number, protocol type. Set U={0,1}L (L>0), and Ag ⊂ U, and the set U can be divided into self and notself. The self indicates normal network behavior; on the other hand, notself indicates the abnormal network [16] .
Antibodies: correspond to bit strings, they have the similar length as antigens; antibodies are constantly in search of antigens in order to match them and also to increase their lifespan.
Where 'b' is the antibody bit string whose length is L, 'ag' is the antigen detected by the antibody and't' is the antigen number matched by antibody [2] . There exist three states for antibodies: immature, mature and memory. Antibodies are able to detect an intrusion, in our architecture they are represented by D-agents.
Immature stage:
Correspond to the first stage of our cell. In this stage, the immature Antibodies (Imb) are randomly generated by the generator detector. Immature immunocytes set is :
Imb={<b,t,ag> ∈ Match /b ∈ U, t<θ, ag=Ø } and Match={<x,y>/x,y ∈ U, f match (x,y) = 1}, which will evolve into Imb through self-tolerance. If an Antibody is not matched with notself for step evolution; then it will die after a certain period of time.
Mature stage: Correspond to the second stage of our cell. In this stage the mature Antibodies (Mab) have failed to match with notself during activation and evolution;
Mature immunocytes set is Mab={<b,t,ag> ∈ Match/ b ∈ U, θ<t<θ', ag ≠Ø} and Match={<x,y>/x,y ∈ U, f match (x,y) = 1}.
In our work, if a Mab is not matched with notself after certain period of time then they will die.
Let us note that, dead is formulate by: Abdead ={<b,t,ag > ∈ Match / b,ag ∈ U, t ∧ θ ≤ } Memory Stage: Correspond to the final stage of our cell. In this stage the memory antibodies (Meb) are the results of activation and evolution of the mature antibodies. Memory immunocytes set is Meb= {<b,t,ag> ∈ Match/b ∈ U,t>θ',ag=(ag1, ....agn)} and Match= {<x,y>/x,y ∈ U, f match (x,y) = 1}.
They have significant lifespan as long as they succeed matching with not-self.
Affinity characterizes the correlation between Antigens and Antibodies is to determinate the. According to Hamming Distance (HD) this major element is evaluated.
The calculation formula is evaluated according to Hamming Distance (HD).
Let us consider xi (i=1...L) the bit string of length L and yi (i=1...L) another bit string of the same length L. xi represents Antigen and yi represents an Antibody. α is the affinity matching threshold value and HD (x,y) is the different sum of the bits in the two strings.
The affinity function is calculated as follows:
RELATED WORKS
The idea of using, the artificial immune systems for intrusion detection, in distributed networks, appears recently; to our knowledge, on of the first work, was develop by Hofmeyer and Forest in 1999 [1] . Their model is implemented on distributed network architecture and in each host, a frame which is received is represented by a binary string non-self. This string is analyzed by another binary string self of the same size L. The self represent the immune detectors which are randomly generated by the system, and which must match with notself, in order to evolve and to change state (immature / mature & naive, or death); after the mature detector is activate and had a co stimulation it become a memory detector with an infinite lifespan. This technique is responding quickly to a possible intrusion of the same type. But the communication between the host different network is not existing.
Another architecture is proposed by Sunjun, the Immune Multi-agent Active Defense Model for Network Intrusion (IMMAD) in 2006 [16] . This model is built for monitoring multilayer of network, by a set of agents that communicate and cooperate at different levels. The immune agent (IMA) is the security state of computers monitoring, is installed in each network node, and consists of self, immature or mature antibodies, memory antibodies, etc. This immunological mechanism permits him to detect an intrusion and send the message to Local Monitor Agent (LMA). LMA analyzes the state of the local area network, and vaccinate all the nodes in the same segment, after having evaluated the risk of intrusion, and it informs Central Monitor Agent (CMA) of the new type of intrusion. CMA supervises the whole of the network and increase security across the network.
Another architecture which seem to us interesting, is proposed by NianLiu in 2009. This architecture is called Network Intrusion Detection Model Based on Immune Multi-Agent (NIDIMA) [4] . This model ensures the security in the distributed networks against intrusions. In this architecture, each agent Security situation is composed of several agents immune (IA). The IA are distributed on each node of the network, they are the firsts to identify the events of intrusion and are blocking them. If the attacks are not known through learning and memory, it sends information to the agent SMC. The agent SMC analyzes the intrusion, which it received by each AI in network segments and it surfs at network segments to vaccinate them against another intrusion. Agent security situation evaluation gathers information of subnets and host from each agent security situation, and evaluates the risks to integrated the whole network. This information includes the type, quantity, strength and harmfulness of the attacks.
There exist many other models, but we decided to present those which seem to us closest to our architecture. Let us recall that our aim is to increase immunity and to decrease the rate of false alarm.
ARCHITECTURE OF MODEL
In this article, we employed a new model, based on Multi-Agent paradigm and Immune algorithm for Intrusion Detection. We describe a model through the dynamic behavior of immune agents, the distinction between self and notself. We expose the architecture of the distributed model, the agents' behavior for insuring the network security, in order to avoid false alert triggering. The system is installed in each Host/Server, and the system agents cooperate and communicate for best and more reliable intrusion detection.
The behavior of immune agent in this architecture
Detector agent (D-agent) is the principal component for the distinction between self and non self through the sensor/analyzer, which identifies the frame (these agents are in immature state).
The sensor /analyzer is composed of two bit strings: a random bit string which analyses frame by calculating the Hamming Distance (HD); and a stationary bit string which includes host and network information; the stationary part is identical in all D-agents of the same host. To avoid any false alarm, D-agent sends its 1st report (if HDint > Val) to Alert agent (A-agent) when it detects an anomaly.
A-agent will evaluate the intrusion importance according to the results obtained. However, it can not trigger the alarm, while it has not received any confirmation from several D-agents, within the same host or from other A-agent within the network [13] . (See Figure1).
Figure1. Immune Agents Cooperation
Intrusion assessment allows to the A-agent to ignore warning message when the evaluation is tiny; or to be under-monitoring where the evaluation is important.
In this case, the A-agent sends to all D-agents the order to execute the analysis stage (2) for all treated frames.
When D-agent receives this order, a semi-sensor is generated at random, on the basis of the code of D-agent which has detected the anomaly. Thus all frames will be first analyzed by the sensor/analyzer, then by the semi-sensor in each analysis, a new Hamming distance (HD') is evaluated (mature state).
The D-agents which detect (HD'>HDint), send their reports to their A-agents and increase lifespan (Memory Phase), the other D-agents decrease their lifespan and when they reached a threshold they kill themselves. D-agents exchange between them the second analysis results, they trigger also the alert if the risk assessment is the same; (See Figure2).
This parallel analysis technique's allows a best management of false alarm and a better network supervision against the intrusion. 
Analysis process
Immune agents present in our model analyze the incoming IP-packet in by D-agent (memory) in order to detect intrusions known by the system (acquired immunity).
State Analyses by D-agent (memory) :
When an anomaly is detected the D-agent (memory) blocks the frame, and If not, IP-packet is transferred to a second analysis (D-agent (mature) ).
D-agent (mature) State Analyses
In this stage, D-agent (mature) analyses the IP-packet by the (sensor/ analyzer). Two cases could occur:
Case 1: When an anomaly is detected, D-agent sends its 1 st report to A-agent if (HD int > Val). According to the results obtained A-agent will evaluate the intrusion importance. This evaluation is considered as important if the intrusion is detected by several D-agents, from the same host.
Intrusion assessment allows A-agent
To ignore the warning message if this evaluation is insignificant or; To Activate all D-agents (mature) to execute (semi-sensor) When D-agents receive this order, they generate at random a semi-sensor on the basis of D-agent code (which has detected the anomaly).Thus IP-packets will be first analyzed by the sensor/analyzer, then by the semi-sensor in each analysis, and a new Hamming distance (HD') is evaluated.
The D-agents which will detect (HD'>HD int ), Send their report to their A-agents Block this ip-packet and increase their lifespan. When their life time reached (Tm=θ'), they become memory D-agents (with Tm=Te).
The other D-agents decrease their lifespan, they kill themselves when the threshold becomes null (Tm=0).
A-agents exchange between them analysis results and they trigger the alert if the risk assessment is similar (see Figure3). 
Immature D-agent State Analyses
In this state the D-agent (Immature) analysis the IP-packet, if no anomaly is detected , IP packet is authorized to pass, if an anomaly is detected by this agent, it sends alert to A-agents. Thus, two cases could occur:
Case-2.1: A-agent rejects this alert Then IP-packet is authorized to pass The D-agents (Immature) concerned by this alert decrease their lifespan, when they arrived at a threshold they kill themselves (see figure 2 & 3 
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
The experiment applies part of the data from KDDCUP99 in MIT LINCOLN lab, The KDD cup 1999 is a dataset used for benchmarking in order to evaluate different feature selection method for Intrusion detection system. The training set is normal network data without any attack, and test set includes normal data and attack data. The attack data is classified into 4 categories (Probing, Denial of Service (DoS), User to Root (U2R), and Remote to Local (R2L)) . In our experiment, we only used 10 percent of the raw training data (kddcup.data_10_percent) for training and the test data set for testing. For each connection, there are 41 features. The immune agents are created by Jade platform and Tool -NetBeans.We simulate the attacks of 10 simultaneous PC case study the known attacks by this model and new unknown attacks 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we raised problems involved in existing intrusion detection system to cope with the techniques employed by the Hackers. These techniques consist in circumventing the measurements of security by fraudulent behaviors in spread networks; consequently networks became more vulnerable to new types of attacks. A good intrusion detection system must take into account complexity and increasing dynamicity of networks. We proposed a new model of artificial immune system for intrusion detection based on multi-agents systems.
This model is inspired from biological immune principles, by the cooperation of immature Dagent, mature D-agent and memory D-agent.
The D-agent structure allows him to accomplish a double analysis for all frames. This analysis technique permits accelerating the immune response and detecting the intrusion to the shared resources. Furthermore, this distributed analysis mobilized several kind of agent in order to analyze the different sort of intrusion.
Our system adapts to the growing change of the environment of the network thus, it answers favorably at problematic.
